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Observation of fission in Pb-Pb interactions at 158A GeV
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lead target. A clear fission peak has been observed in the light output distribution of the fragment detector and
the measured number of fission events per incident Pb ion is (1.2660.16)31022. The information provided
by the NA50 zero-degree calorimeter has allowed us to check that fission occurs in extremely peripheral
collisions. To provide the first information about the fission mechanism, the expected yield of electromagnetic
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PRC 59 877OBSERVATION OF FISSION IN Pb-Pb . . .
I. INTRODUCTION

In heavy-ion collisions fission can be induced both
nuclear and electromagnetic interaction. Roughly speak
the former mechanism is dominant for collisions where
minimum distance between the centers of the colliding
clei is smaller than the sum of the nuclear radii. On the ot
hand only the latter mechanism plays a role when the m
mum distance is larger that the sum of the radii. This cas
often referred to as electromagnetic fission or Coulomb
sion @1–3#.

Fission of 238U projectiles interacting on different nuclea
targets has been recently studied at relativistic energies
tween 120A MeV and 1A GeV @4–7#. According to their
different target dependence, the contributions to the total
sion cross section due respectively to the nuclear and to
electromagnetic excitation mechanisms can be deduced
the experimental data. In fact, as a first approximation,
cross section for the former process scales asAtar

1/3 @6#, while
for the latter asZtar

2 ~see Sec. IV A!. At 1A GeV, the nuclear
excitation mechanism is dominant on light targets, while
heavy ones the two contributions are comparable and a v
of about 1.6 b for the Coulomb fission cross sections
238U on gold target was found@6#. Such a value is in sub
stantial agreement with the theoretical calculations@8,3#
based on the Weizsacker-Williams equivalent pho
method@9,10#. Since the energy of the virtual photons i
creases with the bombarding energy, the electromagnetic
sion cross sections become even larger in the ul
relativistic regime. For instance for238U-Au interactions at
160A GeV the Coulomb fission cross section of uranium
expected to be about 10 b@3#.

The situation is different for nuclei lighter than uranium
such as Au, Pb, Bi. Here fission occurs at higher exitat
energies@11–19#, so that the fission cross sections for the
nuclei are much smaller compared to uranium. For instan
at bombarding energies close to 1A GeV, no influence of
fission on the fragmentation of208Pb projectiles has bee
observed@20# and for 197Au the fission cross section is onl
5% of the total one@21–23#. Indeed, experiments with th
AGS gold beam have found that at 10.6A GeV the fission
probability of 197Au is at least one order of magnitud
smaller than at 1A GeV @24,25#. As it has been pointed ou
@24#, this seems to suggest that as the energy of the proje
increases, the probability decreases for soft nuclear inte
tions leading to fission. Moreover, we have to note tha
recent experiment at the SPS@26# studied interactions o
208Pb on emulsion and ‘‘an insignificant number of fissi
events was observed.’’ This indicates that the cross sec
for Coulomb fission of208Pb on a light target is still smal
even at SPS energies.

In this paper we report an experimental study, carried
in the frame of the NA50 experiment, where projectile fi
sion in Pb-Pb interactions at 158A GeV has been observed
although the experimental conditions were not optimized
this measurement and the fission cross section is how
small, of the order of few hundreds mb.

The paper is organized as follows. The apparatus is
scribed in Sec. II while the experimental results are presen
in Sec. III. To give a first idea of the fission mechanis
~nuclear vs e.m. interaction!, we compute the yield of Cou
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lomb fission events expected in our experimental conditio
this calculation is reported in Sec. IV. Some conclusions
drawn in Sec. V, where further measurements that co
shed more light on the fission mechanism are also bri
discussed.

II. THE EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS

The main aim of the NA50 experiment at CERN SPS
the study ofJ/c and c8 suppression as a signal of quar
gluon plasma formation@27# in Pb-Pb interactions a
158A GeV. A detailed description of the standard NA5
apparatus can be found in Ref.@28#, and references therein
Here we simply recall that vector mesons are detected
their m1m2 decay, by measuring the invariant mass of t
muon pair. The208Pb beam is counted by a quartz hodosco
and impinges on a segmented lead target~12 mm thick! @29#
that is followed by a hadron absorber where the beam as
as the hadrons produced in the interaction are stopped.
absorber is crossed by the muons that are detected by
muon spectrometer which is based on an air-core toro
magnet equipped with hexagonal multiwire proportion
chambers and scintillator hodoscopes. The spectrometer
ers the pseudorapidity interval 2.8<h<4.0. Since theJ/c
andc8 suppression is strongly related to the centrality of t
collision, special care has been taken to measure the im
parameterb. For this purpose the experiment makes use
three centrality detectors: an electromagnetic calorime
~EC!, that measures the neutral transverse energy in the p
dorapidity region 1.1<h<2.3, a silicon microstrip multiplic-
ity detector~MD! @30# that covers the interval 1.5<h<3.9,
and a zero-degree calorimeter~ZDC!, that measures the en
ergy carried out from the Pb-Pb interaction by the projec
spectators@31,32#. As it can be seen in Fig. 1, where th
target area is shown, the ZDC is placed on the beam tra
tory inside the hadron absorber. To minimize the backgrou
due to particles produced in the collision, its angular acc
tance (h>6.3) is defined by a copper collimator with conic
aperture.

For the measurements reported here anew detector has
been added to the NA50 apparatus to provide some infor
tion on the charge of spectator fragments emitted in the
cay of the Pb projectile after its interaction in the target. T
measurement has been carried out in parallel to the stan
NA50 data taking, i.e., in experimental conditions that a
optimized for charmonium detection rather than for a fra
mentation study. This consideration has driven the cho
and the design of the fragment detector, that must hav
small size since the only place available is inside the had
absorber, just in front of the ZDC, as shown in Fig. 1. Mor
over the detector has to be operated at the high beam in
sities used in NA50 (107 Pb ions/sec), implying fast signal
to minimize pile-up effects and high radiation hardness~sev-
eral Grad!. All these requirements are fulfilled by a quar
Cerenkov detector whose structure is shown in Fig. 2.

The fragment detector consists of a blade made of S2
suprasil, shaped as a truncated pyramid 2 mm thick.
trajectory of the beam and of the nuclear fragments is
thogonal to the pyramid bases~about 20320 mm2 in area!.
The Cerenkov photons are totally reflected on both bases
exit through the side faces of the truncated pyramid that fo
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FIG. 1. Experimental layout: the fragment de
tector and the standard NA50 detectors in the t
get and hadron absorber region are shown.
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an angled547° with respect to the beam axis. The lig
exiting from one of the four side faces is guided to a pho
multiplier ~Philips XP 2242, 6 stages! by means of quartz
optical fibres~Spec-Tran HCG-M-365-U! about 80 cm long.

A simulation of the fragment detector shows that the c
tribution to the resolution due to photoelectron statistics
about 2.5% for Pb ions. This has to be regarded as a lo
limit since photon absorption in the quartz blade and in
fibers was not taken into account. As for the ZDC, the an
lar acceptance of the fragment detector is determined by
collimator that has an angular aperture of 3.3 mrad, co
sponding to a 7 mmradius hole on the detector front fac
The simulation shows that inside this central region of
detector, its response is constant within 1%. The apertur
the collimator is large enough to ensure the detection of p

FIG. 2. Structure of the fragment detector.~a! Front view ~the
beam enters into the drawing!; ~b! top view. Note that for the sake
of a clear presentation only a sample of the quartz fibers is sh
and the fiber diameter is not in scale with respect to the qu
blade.
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jectile spectators, including the fission fragments~these last
are emitted at angles smaller than 1 mrad with respect to
beam axis!. Therefore, since the yield of Cerenkov light
proportional to the squared charge of the particle, the qu
tity measured by our fragment detector isS(Zi)

2, whereZi

is the charge of thei th fragment emitted in the decay of th
projectile.

The signal of the quartz blade photomultiplier~duration
12 ns! is amplified by a factor of 40, then sent to a linear ga
module and finally integrated by an ADC. The informatio
provided by the fragment detector, together with those co
ing from the other detectors of the experiment, are read
and recorded by the general acquisition system. This las
enabled by the standard NA50 trigger, which is a mixture
different signals. In addition to the dimuon trigger, a sm
fraction of other trigger signals is in fact recorded for mon
toring purposes. Among these, the one obtained by discr
nating with a low threshold the zero-degree calorimeter s
nal ~downscaled by a large factor! represents a convenien
tool to collect a sample of events including peripheral co
sions and uninteracting Pb ions@31#. Therefore only this trig-
ger, selected by software, is used for the present analys

III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

When placed on the beam, the fragment detector
shown a stable behavior~i.e., the amplitude of the signal du
to Pb ions noninteracting in the target was found to be c
stant! for about five days; all the data presented here h
been collected during that period of time. Then, a sudd
degradation of the signal has been observed. At the en
the NA50 run the detector was dismounted and its cen
part, corresponding to the beam spot, has been found t
spoiled. For comparison purposes, it would have been us
to collect data without the Pb target. Unfortunately, this h
not been possible during the period in which the fragm
detector was in operation.

In Fig. 3~a! is shown the ADC spectrum of the fragme
detector after subtraction of the pedestal and rejection
pile-up. This has been done exploiting the information of t
beam quartz hodoscope and of the ZDC, according to a
cedure reported in previous papers@28,31#. A first peak, cen-
tred at channel 800, is clearly visible; it corresponds to
uninteracting beam. Indeed this peak is also populated
events in which the incoming Pb ions have lost one or m
neutrons, mainly by electromagnetic interactions~see Sec.
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PRC 59 879OBSERVATION OF FISSION IN Pb-Pb . . .
IV B !. The relative width of the peak is about 4% r.m.s.
value that is basically in agreement with the predictions
the simulation. The number of events in the peak is ab
70% of the total sample, as expected for our target thickn
that corresponds to 30% of the nuclear interaction length
Pb projectiles in a Pb target.

In the same figure, a peak which is centred at channe
is also visible. It can be ascribed to rather central collisio
where the excitation energy is high enough to multifragm
the spectator system. The region between these two pea
populated by an almost flat continuum, on top of whi
stands a third peak at channel 400, i.e., at one half of the
peak. This can be interpreted as a signal of symmetric~or
quasisymmetric! binary fission. In this case, in fact, a con

FIG. 3. ~a! Light output ~ADC channels! and ~b! Zeff spectra
measured by the fragment detector. The variableZeff is defined in
the text.
f
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centration of events is expected atS(Zi)
252(ZPb/2)2

5(ZPb)
2/2. We define the relative yield of fission events

the rationf /n0 between the number of events in the fissi
peak and the total number of events in the spectrum~i.e., the
number of incident Pb ions!. It turns out to benf /n0

5(1.2660.16)31022, where the error is mainly due to th
uncertainty in the extrapolation of the continuum under
fission peak, since fits with different functions lead
slightly different results. To conclude the discussion co
cerning Fig. 3~a!, we note that our spectrum is remarkab
similar to the one found in an experiment@5# where fission of
uranium projectiles at 1A GeV was observed.

The response of the fragment detector can be express
terms of the effective chargeZeff @5#. Since at constant ve
locity the yield of Cerenkov light is proportional toZ2, the
square root of the light yield is proportional to the charge
the fragment. We define the effective chargeZeff as the
square root of the light output~i.e., of the ADC channel!
normalized in such a way that the value obtained for
beam isZeff582. In general the value ofZeff is close to the
charge of the heaviest projectile fragment emitted in the c
lision. If two ~or more! heavy fragments of similar charge a
produced,Zeff is sensitive to the charge of these fragmen
For symmetric binary fission of lead we haveZeff

5A(822)/2'58. The position of the fission peak is indee
very close to this value, as it can be seen in Fig. 3~b!, where
the distribution ofZeff is shown. However it is interesting to
note that the fission peak is slightly asymmetric. The t
towards low values ofZeff indicates that events in which th
sum of the charges of the two fragments is smaller than
are present in our sample. This can be due to fission acc
panied by the emission of light charged particles, as wel
to fission of nuclei lighter than lead~see Sec. IV B!.

Let us consider the information provided by the multipli
ity detector~MD!. It measures the number of charged ha
rons emitted in nuclear Pb-Pb interactions, but it is also s
sitive to d rays produced in the segmented target by
incoming ions. In very peripheral collisions the number ofd
rays is larger than the number of hadrons, so that for th
specific events the MD basically counts the number od
rays. This number, that is proportional toS(Zi)

2, can be
computed for symmetric fission, assuming that in avera
fission occurs at about one half of the total target thickne
In this hypothesisS(Zi)

2 is respectively equal to (ZPb)
2 and

to 1/2(ZPb)
2 in the first and second half of the target and

mean value is 3/4(ZPb)
2. Therefore we expectN(fiss)

d

'3/4N(Pb)
d , where N(fiss)

d and N(Pb)
d are, respectively, the

numbers ofd rays due to fission events and to uninteracti
Pb ions. As it can be seen in the contour plot shown in F
4, where the mean multiplicity measured by the differe
MD sectors and the effective charge are respectively re
sented on the vertical and horizontal axis, the data turn ou
be in substantial agreement with this prediction. In fa
while for Pb ions (Zeff582) the mean multiplicity is abou
10, it is only about 8 for fission events (Zeff558). This
suggests that most of the interactions take place in the ta
since in case of fission occurring upstream or downstre
from the target, a number ofd rays, respectively, close to
1/2N(Pb)

d and toN(Pb)
d is expected.

For a better understanding of the different compone
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880 PRC 59M. C. ABREU et al.
that populate theZeff spectrum, we are led to consider th
information provided by the ZDC. This detector measu
the zero-degree energyEZDC, i.e., the energy emitted in th
very forward direction with respect to the beam. Particip
nucleons undergo one or more N-N collisions and los
significant fraction of their energy or are scattered outs
the acceptance of the ZDC. Therefore, they do not contrib
to EZDC, which is determined by the number of specta
nucleons. These emerge from the reaction almost un
turbed, whether as free nucleons or arranged in nuclear f
ments, with in average the same energy per nucleon than
of the beam. Since the number of spectators is strongly
lated to the impact parameterb ~smallb correspond to smal
values ofEZDC), the centrality of the collision can be de
duced by measuringEZDC.

The mean value of the zero-degree energy (^EZDC&) mea-
sured by the ZDC is plotted in Fig. 5 versusZeff . In view of
discussing this figure, we recall that, as it can be seen in
3~b!, the fission peak lies in the region 50<Zeff<62, on top
of an almost flat continuum that spans the interval 35<Zeff
<70, between the Pb peak and the one correspondin
central collisions. Figure 5 shows that outside the fiss
region,^EZDC& increases monotonically withZeff . This sug-
gests that the continuum is mainly due to nuclear inter
tions, in which lighter fragments~smaller values ofZeff) are
more likely emitted when the impact parameter decrea
~smaller values ofEZDC). In Fig. 5 is also clearly visible the
deviation from the behavior of the continuum that occurs
correspondence of fission events, where^EZDC& shows a
sudden bump. This means that the continuum is due to
lisions that are less peripheral than those leading to fiss
For these last eventŝEZDC& reaches a value that is ver
close to the one of non-interacting Pb ions (^EZDC&
533 TeV, Zeff582). As a first guess, the zero-degree e
ergies for uninteracting beam and for fission events are
pected to be equal in case of electromagnetic fission. On

FIG. 4. Contour plot of the number of hits per multiplicity de
tector sector (y axis! versusZeff (x axis!.
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other hand, for fission induced by nuclear collisions, a f
~at least one! of about 200 projectile nucleons undergo N-
interaction, leading to a value of^EZDC& that is lower than
the one of uninteracting Pb ions by a few times~at least!
0.5%. This implies that a precise comparison of the^EZDC&
values for fission events and uninteracting beam might p
vide some information on the fission mechanism. Indeed
our case such a comparison is rather difficult. This is not d
to the resolution of the ZDC~about7%), since we are av-
eragingEZDC over a large number of events, but rather
systematic effects. In fact we cannot exclude that the
sponse of the ZDC is different by, say, 1 or 2 % for 2
nucleons arranged in a single nucleus~uninteracting Pb ions!
or in two fragments of similar mass number~fission events!.
Therefore, all that can be said is that fission occurs in
tremely peripheral collisions, compatible with electroma
netic fission as well as with fission induced by soft nucle
interactions involving very few participant nucleons.

IV. CALCULATIONS

To shed more light on the fission mechanism, the yield
Coulomb fission events expected in our experimental con
tions is computed in this section and compared to the m
sured one. In Sec. IV A are reported the calculations of
Coulomb-fission cross sections for208Pb and for lighter Pb
isotopes. These last are produced by e.m. dissociation o
beam in the thick lead target used in our experiment,
discussed in Sec. IV B. Both the contributions arising fro
fission of 208Pb and of lighter isotopes are taken into accou
in Sec. IV C, where the expected yield e.m. fissions is fina
evaluated.

A. Coulomb fission cross sections

When two nucleiA and B collide at a given impact pa
rameterb larger than the sum of the nuclear radii~i.e., b

FIG. 5. Mean value of the zero-degree energy (^EZDC&) per bin
of Zeff , plotted as a function ofZeff .
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.bmin'RA1RB), the interaction is purely electromagneti
At high bombarding energy, each nucleus experiences
strong Lorentz-contracted Coulomb field of the oth
nucleus. According to the Weizsacker-Williams~WW!
method@9#, this can be expressed in terms of the equival
virtual photon spectrumnB(v,b), wherev is the energy of
the virtual photon. The interaction with nucleusA of a virtual
photon~emitted by nucleusB) may lead to its fission and th
Coulomb fission cross section for nucleusA is given by

sA
Cf5E

b>bmin

2p bdbE nB~v,b!sA
g f~v!dv, ~1!

wheresA
g f(v) is the photofission cross section of nucleusA.

The expression ofnB(v,b) can be derived in the frame o
classical electromagnetism@10#. For low and high photon
energies, the equivalent photon distribution, respectively,
proximates to

nB~v,b!'
ZB

2

p2

a

vb2
~v!g/b! , ~2!

nB~v,b!'
ZB

2

2p

a

gb
e22vb/g ~v@g/b!, ~3!

wherea is the fine structure constant,ZB is the charge num-
ber of nucleusB, andg is the Lorentz factor of nucleusB,
taken in the rest frame of nucleusA. These equations show
that sA

Cf increases rapidly with the target nucleus cha

(sA
Cf}ZB

2) and that at fixed impact parameter, the phot
spectrum behaves as 1/v up to the cutoff energyvcut(b)
5g/b and then quickly vanishes. This implies thatsA

Cf in-
creases with the bombarding energy, since more energ
photons are radiated at higherg.

The cross sections208
Cf for Coulomb fission of208Pb on a

Pb target at 158A GeV can be computed according to E
~1!. The input for this calculation is the photofission cro
section of 208Pb, s208

g f : data can be found in literature fo
photon energies ranging from the fission thresholdv
528 MeV) up to v51 GeV @15,17#. The calculation is
carried out with the following approximations. We use f
nB(v,b) the expression~2! up to the cutoff photon energ
vcut(b), while for v.vcut(b) we put nB(v,b)50. More-
over, since the maximum photon energy at the SPS is a
2 GeV, the values ofs208

g f in the region 1 GeV,v
,2GeV are deduced by extrapolating the data previou
quoted. Different extrapolations lead to similar values
s208

Cf , of about 380 mb, obtained by using for the minimu
impact parameter of Eq.~1! the valuebmin515 fm @33#.

The same procedure adopted for208Pb can be used to
compute the e.m. fission cross sections for other nuclei, if
photofission cross sections are known up to sufficiently h
photon energies. Unfortunately, this is not the case of
isotopes lighter than208Pb; nevertheless, we can estimate t
e.m. fission cross sections for these nuclei in a different w
Data can be found in literature concerning the photofiss
cross section for209Bi @15# up tov51 GeV. Thus, we have
computed the Coulomb fission cross section for this nucle
he
r
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it turns out to be about 450 mb for a Pb target at SPS
ergy, i.e., a value that is very close to the one found
208Pb. The electro-fission cross sections for207Pb, 206Pb,
and 204Pb have been measured@16# only for electron ener-
gies between the fission thresholds and 50 MeV. In this
ergy interval the cross sections decrease with the isot
mass and lie in a ‘‘corridor’’ delimited by the cross sectio
for 208Pb ~lower bound! and 209Bi ~upper bound!. If we as-
sume that also at higher photon energies the cross sec
for these Pb isotopes still lie in this corridor, we are led
conclude that the values of the Coulomb fission cross s
tions for these isotopes are between the ones for208Pb and
209Bi, i.e., between 380 and 450 mb.

B. Thick target effects

In view of computing the expected yield of Coulomb fi
sion events, we have to investigate the effects due to
thick target used in NA50. The208Pb beam delivered by the
SPS impinges on a 12 mm natural lead target. Such a th
ness corresponds to about 30% of the nuclear interac
length of Pb projectiles in a Pb target, since thenuclear
Pb-Pb cross section is about 7.5 b, leading tolnuc

>40 mm. However, beside nuclear interaction, the e.m.
plays also an important role from our point of view, since t
cross sectionse.m. for electromagnetic dissociation in Pb-P
interactions at ultrarelativistic energies turns out to be s
nificantly larger than the nuclear one@10#.

The value ofse.m. for 208Pb can be evaluated according
the WW method, by replacing in integral~1! the photofission
cross section with the photon absorption cross sections208

gt

that is measured up tov5100 GeV @10#. We have com-
puted this integral according to the approximations pre
ously adopted for the calculations of the Coulomb fiss
cross sections and we findse.m.'50 b, a value that, al-
though slightly larger, is in substantial agreement with t
one recently reported in Ref.@34#. Taking into account both
nuclear and electromagnetic interaction, we obtain a valu
the total~nuclear1 e.m.! 208Pb-Pb cross section of about 6
b, corresponding to a total mean free pathl t55 mm for the
208Pb projectiles in a Pb target. Such a value is smaller t
the thickness of the NA50 target, so that the probability
finding a 208Pb projectile at a given depthx in the target
quickly decreases withx.

At low photon energy~sayv,40 MeV) the excitation of
the giant dipole resonance~GDR! and its subsequent deca
leading to the emission of one or more neutrons, accounts
the largest part of theg-208Pb cross section@35#. This implies
that Pb isotopes lighter than208Pb are produced along th
target as a consequence of the electromagnetic dissoci
of 208Pb in the neutron channel. Since the neutrons are e
ted within the angular acceptance of the ZDC, the ene
measured by this detector is not affected by such a proc
which cannot be identified experimentally. Therefore,
these isotopes are expected to have Coulomb fission c
sections similar to the one of208Pb, they can contribute a
well to the observed Coulomb fission yield.

The isotopic population~i.e., the probability of finding a
given projectilelike Pb isotope at a depthx in the target! has
been computed analytically, as reported in detail in Ref.@37#.
The input for this calculation is represented by the cro
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sections for e.m. dissociation of lead isotopes in the neu
channel. These have been computed for208Pb by folding in
Eq. ~1! the cross sections208s(g,1n) for one and
208s(g,2n) for two neutron emission ing-208Pb interaction,
taken from Ref.@35#. The cross sections that we find for th
processes Pb(208Pb,207Pb1n)X and Pb(208Pb,206Pb12n)X
are, respectively, of about 30 and 5 b, similar to those
pected for 197Au-197Au interactions @36#. Concerning the
e.m. dissociation of207Pb, in our calculation the cross se
tion for the process Pb(207Pb,206Pb1n)X has been assume
to be equal to the one for Pb(208Pb,207Pb1n)X. This is jus-
tified by the fact that similar values of207s(g,1n) and
208s(g,1n) are reported in literature@35#. The results of the
calculation are summarized in Fig. 6, where are shown
probabilities 206p(x), 207p(x), and 208p(x) of finding, re-
spectively, a206Pb, 207Pb, and208Pb isotope at a depthx in
the target. The probabilities for207Pb and206Pb isotopes turn
out to be non-negligible, their maximum values being of t
order of 25 and 12 %, respectively. The sumtotp(x) of the
probabilities for these three lead isotopes is also shown in
same figure.

C. Expected yield of Coulomb fission events

We are now ready to estimate the relative yield of Co
lomb fission events~i.e., the number of fission events p
incident Pb ion, as it was defined in Sec.. III! that we expect
to observe in our experiment. Since, as discussed in
IV A, the cross sections for Coulomb fission are expected
be very similar for 206Pb, 207Pb, and 208Pb, the relative
yield of Coulomb fission events is given by

nC f/n05E
0

12mm
totp~x!/lC fdx, ~4!

wherelC f5815 mm is the mean free path of lead isotop
for Coulomb fission in a Pb target. This last quantity h
been computed by taking for the Coulomb fission cross s

FIG. 6. Probability of finding a 206Pb ~diamonds!, 207Pb
~squares! and 208Pb ~circles! as a function of the depthx in the
target. The sum of these probabilities@ totP(x), see text# is also
shown~triangles!.
n
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e

e

e

-
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o

s
s
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tion the valuesPb
C f5380 mb previously found. The calcula

tion of integral~4! givesnC f/n050.931022. This value has
to be corrected for the probability ofnuclearreinteraction of
the fission fragments inside the target, that we have e
mated to be about 18%. This leads to an expected yield
fission events per incident Pb ion of about 0.7531022, to be
compared to the observed one that is (1.2660.16)31022.

V. CONCLUSIONS

An exploratory measurement aiming to study the cha
of the projectilelike fragments emitted in Pb-Pb interactio
at 158A GeV was carried out by placing a Cerenkov dete
tor downstream of the NA50 target. The measurement w
performed in parallel with the standard data taking of t
experiment, which is devoted to the detection of vector m
sons. Therefore, the experimental conditions were optimi
for this kind of measurements, where high beam intensi
and a thick target are requested, rather than for the st
reported here. Nevertheless an evident fission peak was
served in the ADC spectrum of the fragment detector. T
amount of energy deposited in the NA50 zero-degree c
rimeter indicates that fission occurs in extremely periphe
collisions. In order to clarify the fission mechanism we co
puted the expected yield of Coulomb fission events in
experimental conditions; it turns out to be 40% smaller th
the observed one. This difference could be due to the
that only the contribution due to208Pb, 207Pb, and 206Pb
was included in the calculation, while the one arising fro
other lead isotopes and heavy nuclei produced in the ta
mainly by e.m. interaction was not taken into account. Mo
over, fission occurring in materials other than the tar
could also play a role. In principle, fission due to very p
ripheral nuclear collisions could also account for such a d
ference. However, the results of recent high energy exp
ments with gold and lead beams seem to indicate that
probability of such a process is small.

We hope that in the near future it will be possible
clarify the situation by using a thin lead target to avoid co
tribution due to fission of nuclei different from208Pb. More-
over, as the dependence on the target nucleus and on
bombarding energy are expected to be different for fiss
induced by nuclear and electromagnetic interaction, m
surements on lighter target nuclei and at incident energ
smaller that 158A GeV, but still in the ultrarelativistic re-
gime, could be useful to identify the fission mechanism. L
but not least, data concerning fission of lead on differ
target nuclei at bombarding energies close to 1A GeV
should be useful to understand the evolution of the fiss
process as a function of the incident energy.
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